Entry composition i ○
There are 2 unique types of molecules in this entry. The entry contains 23651 atoms, of which 0 are hydrogens and 0 are deuteriums.
In the tables below, the AltConf column contains the number of residues with at least one atom in alternate conformation and the Trace column contains the number of residues modelled with at most 2 atoms.
• Molecule 1 is a protein called Efflux pump membrane transporter. 
Mol Chain Residues
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Continued from previous page... 3 Residue-property plots i ○ These plots are drawn for all protein, RNA and DNA chains in the entry. The first graphic for a chain summarises the proportions of the various outlier classes displayed in the second graphic. The second graphic shows the sequence view annotated by issues in geometry. Residues are colorcoded according to the number of geometric quality criteria for which they contain at least one outlier: green = 0, yellow = 1, orange = 2 and red = 3 or more. Stretches of 2 or more consecutive residues without any outlier are shown as a green connector. Residues present in the sample, but not in the model, are shown in grey.
Mol Chain Residues Atoms AltConf
• Molecule 1: Efflux pump membrane transporter Chain A :   M1  S2  V14  I20  K29  I32  V38  A39  P40  P41  A47  R67  E68  S79  T82  D83  T87  P96  E101  N109  K110  I111  V114  R117  V121  V122  S132  S133  S150  K167  S195  S199  N210  P216  S235  A236   Q237  G238  Q239  S242  L243  N248  K261  I270  Y275  N298  K339  V351  H360  I374  T379  V382  I404  E414  N415  R418  L425  S426  P427  K428  D429  A430  T431  M435  T439  I442  I443  G444  I445  T446  L447  V448  V452  F453  L454   V465  T471  S475  I478  K498  P499  I500  D501  G502  H503  K506  F510  D518  T521  L543  T546  M553  M570  L575  D578  V587  V601  S635  S641  N644  S645  S646  T651  A657  D664  T668  D692  S719  D723   R724  E725  K733  F734  S735  S738  S744  S747  S770  S791  E794  T797  N823  F824  M864  V875  F876  L877  V878  L879  L882  Y883  E884  S885  W886  V895  S909  D915  K931  E938  S949  L950  P964  I977  A1004  A1008  V1012   V1023  GLU  LYS  LEU  PHE  SER  SER  LYS  LYS  LYS  ILE  SER  SER • Molecule 1: Efflux pump membrane transporter Chain B :   M1  S2  V14  I20  K29  I32  V38  A39  P40  P41  R67  E68  S79  T82  P96  E101  N109  K110  I111  V114  R117  V121  V122  S132  S133  S150  K167  S195  S199  N210  P216  D221  L222  P223  S235  L240   S241  S242  L243  E244  Q245  N248  L251  I260  K261  I270  N298  K339  V351  H360  P368  P373  I374  L377  G378  T379  V382  I404  V413  E414  N415  R418  L425  S426  P427  K428  D429  A430  T431  M435  T439  I442  L447  V452  F453   L454  V465  T471  S475  I478  A485  T489  K498  P499  I500  D501  G502  H503  K506  F510  D518  T521  K522  K523  L543  T546  M553  L575  P576  V587  L595  V601  N618  S635  S641  N644  S645  S646  T651  A657  V658   L659  D664  Q691  D692  M695  Q714  S719  K733  F734  S735  S738  S744  S747  S770  S791  E794  T797  K802  N823  F824  M864  V875  F876  L877  V878  L879  A880  A881  L882  Y883  E884  S885  W886  P889  V895  S909  D915  E938   S949  L950  P964  A1004  A1008  V1012  V1023  GLU  LYS  LEU  PHE  SER  SER  LYS  LYS  LYS  ILE  SER  SER • Molecule 1: Efflux pump membrane transporter 6OWS Chain C:   M1  S2  V14  I20  K29  I32  V38  A39  P40  P41  R67  E68  S79  T82  D83  P96  E101  N109  K110  I111  V114  R117  V121  V122  S132  S133  S150  K167  S195  S199  P216  S235  S242  L243  I270  N298   K339  V351  H360  I374  T379  I404  E414  N415  R418  L425  S426  P427  K428  D429  A430  T431  M435  T439  I442  L447  V452  F453  L454  V465  K468  T471  S475  I478  A485  T489  K498  P499  I500  D501  G502  H503  K506   F510  D518  T521  L543  T546  M553  M570  L575  P576  S577  D578  V587  P599  D600  V601  N618  K627  S635  S641  N644  S645  S646  T651  A657  D664  T668  D692  M695  W708  Q714  S719  D723  R724  E725  K726   L727  K733  F734  S735  S738  T743  S744  S747  S770  S791  E794  T797  K802  N823  F824  M864  V875  F876  L877  V878  L882  Y883  E884  S885  W886  V895  S909  D915  E938  S949  L950 The all-atom clashscore is defined as the number of clashes found per 1000 atoms (including hydrogen atoms). The all-atom clashscore for this structure is 4.
All (174) There are no symmetry-related clashes.
Torsion angles i ○
Protein backbone i ○
In the following table, the Percentiles column shows the percent Ramachandran outliers of the chain as a percentile score with respect to all PDB entries followed by that with respect to all EM entries.
The Analysed column shows the number of residues for which the backbone conformation was analysed, and the total number of residues. 
Mol Chain Analysed Favoured Allowed Outliers Percentiles
Protein sidechains i ○
In the following table, the Percentiles column shows the percent sidechain outliers of the chain as a percentile score with respect to all PDB entries followed by that with respect to all EM entries.
The Analysed column shows the number of residues for which the sidechain conformation was analysed, and the total number of residues. There are no RNA molecules in this entry.
Mol Chain Analysed Rotameric Outliers Percentiles
5.4 Non-standard residues in protein, DNA, RNA chains i ○
There are no non-standard protein/DNA/RNA residues in this entry.
Carbohydrates i ○
There are no carbohydrates in this entry.
Ligand geometry i ○
6 ligands are modelled in this entry.
In the following table, the Counts columns list the number of bonds (or angles) for which Mogul statistics could be retrieved, the number of bonds (or angles) that are observed in the model and the number of bonds (or angles) that are defined in the Chemical Component Dictionary. The Link column lists molecule types, if any, to which the group is linked. The Z score for a bond length (or angle) is the number of standard deviations the observed value is removed from the expected value. A bond length (or angle) with |Z| > 2 is considered an outlier worth inspection. RMSZ is the root-mean-square of all Z scores of the bond lengths (or angles). There are no chirality outliers.
All (106) torsion outliers are listed below: The following is a two-dimensional graphical depiction of Mogul quality analysis of bond lengths, bond angles, torsion angles, and ring geometry for all instances of the Ligand of Interest. In addition, ligands with molecular weight > 250 and outliers as shown on the validation Tables will also be included. For torsion angles, if less then 5% of the Mogul distribution of torsion angles is within 10 degrees of the torsion angle in question, then that torsion angle is considered an outlier. Any bond that is central to one or more torsion angles identified as an outlier by Mogul will be highlighted in the graph. For rings, the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) between the ring in question and similar rings identified by Mogul is calculated over all ring torsion angles. If the average RMSD is greater than 60 degrees and the minimal RMSD between the ring in question and any Mogul-identified rings is also greater than 60 degrees, then that ring is considered an outlier. The outliers are highlighted in purple. The color gray indicates Mogul did not find sufficient equivalents in the CSD to analyse the geometry.
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